


We bring the spirit of electronics repair – resilience, team 
troubleshooting, and fun – to workplaces and educational 
institutions. Our paid services are innovative, represent value 
for money and support our game-changing community work. 
We can help your internal communications and CSR teams 
document events.

Restart Pop-up
Host our team for a drop-in clinic during  
lunch hours or during a corporate event or 
party. Your employees will have the chance  
to bring their own electronics, learn one-to 
-one with our repair coaches, and feel the 
power of restarting.

Restart for Teams
Nothing gets people in “can-do”,  
collaborative mode better than taking apart 
and fixing electronics. This half-day team 
-building event maximises engagement 
and interaction between small teams and 
our most talented repair coaches. We 
bring along professional repair tools and 
equipment. Your employees bring their own 
broken devices from home – and we learn 
how to troubleshoot and repair together.

Restart for IT Resilience
For the small organisation or firm reliant 
on costly third party IT support, we can 
conduct a one-time, independent IT audit, 
assessing organisational need and how  
to get the most out of existing hardware.  
Then we help small teams learn to manage 
and upgrade their own computers and/or  
IT equipment.

Participants at Friends of the Earth say our events are:
“practical, hands-on”      “accessible and fun”      “liberating”



 Electronic waste is the fastest  
growing waste stream in the UK

 23% of e-waste taken for disposal  
is either functioning or could be  
economically repaired (WRAP)

 From the present to 2020 every person  
in the UK will have disposed of 178 kg  
of e-waste (WRAP)

 We have thrown over 40 Restart  
Parties in communities since 2012

 We diverted 393 kg of e-stuff from  
waste in year 1

 Our work with businesses sustains  
our community outreach

 Learning to repair in groups provides  
a problem-solving confidence boost

All electrical equipment we touch is safety tested before being returned to  
participants, and we have rigorous safety guidelines and risk assessments.
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Mentioned and 
praised by The 
Guardian, AFP, 
BBC, Bloomberg.

Who we are 
The Restart Project promotes positive behaviour change by 
encouraging and empowering people to use their electronics 
longer to prevent waste. 

The Restart Project hosts community repair events in London 
called “Restart Parties”, where people learn how to fix their 
broken electronics from talented volunteer repairers. People 
in 13 countries have been inspired by our model and we 
are helping them host their own events. Our aim is to spark 
change in London and globally.

We are registered as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation 
(CIO) - a new form of charity, which generates revenue via 
paid services to sustain itself and to expand its impact. 

The Restart Project’s founders Janet Gunter and Ugo Vallauri 
were chosen as grantees by Unltd and Lloyds Bank School of 
Social Entrepreneurs respectively, and the organisation was 
designated a Top 20 enterprise by the Transition Network. 

What our growing  
community says
“Community, environment, electronics: what’s not to like?”

“People really need this and The Restart Project  
hit the nail on the head”

“Empowering self help”

“The Restart Project appeals to my sense of  
curiosity and life-long learning”

Contacts
If you would like to discuss scheduling and pricing,  
or arranging your own bespoke event, please email  
Ugo Vallauri at workplace@therestartproject.org  
or ring on 07852570279.

W  therestartproject.org
 @RestartProject
 facebook.com/RestartProject


